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Todays route: a tour along the frontlines

of shrinking geographies

1. What are we 
looking at?

2. Is it really
shrinkage?

3. How can we 
imagine rural
futures?



Starting point – Joensuu 2022

▪ Return of shrinkage?

... A matter of perception – wide diversity of shrinking
geographies

... A reality check – local adaptive policies

... Desired/distanced futures > the future is political
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What are we looking at?
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The Rural Gaze
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The rural gaze...
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Dichotomous, but on the same binary

▪ A white, localist, community-centered, traditionalist, 
static and not urban perspective on the rural 

▪ Persistent in research and practice

▪ Wherein in either the community potential for self-
organization is praised (Postman Pat)

▪ Or the rural regarded as a problematic area 
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https://www-sciencedirect-com.proxy.library.uu.nl/science/article/pii/S0743016716301632?casa_token=iFLsmPHxVOoAAAAA:VtuY4eiR9lRv0gO4b7KEb7AHbXfWiv1HyNK9Vqay0_oJ0wZZAlOK4RgZfQ4D9PMuaVb2gxWc#bib81
https://www-sciencedirect-com.proxy.library.uu.nl/science/article/pii/S0743016708000223?casa_token=PgSfZ6ToFQoAAAAA:VdSrZfWaeNeafy68yfl-xAaObM3dcfQ7hvbFwrCATaupgs4QBLPSfLTsnRJMBAFvS3bUU5Aj


Also shrinkage exists on this binary

▪ The shrinking gaze: 

● denial, challenge > crisis, dystopia

● or opportunity for smart innovation, celebrate
resilience and community-based development
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Is it really shrinkage we are looking at?
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The Dutch situation (in 2009)
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Shrinkage of working population (PBL 2009)



Demographic growth 2021
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Absolute Population growth 2021  (CBS, 2022)



The year we did not shrink...

▪ The downside of using the word ‘shrinkage’, and explaining that your
region shrinks, is that it becomes a ‘self fulfilling prophecy’. It does not
help, in changing the tide. Especially the local business community did not
appreciate this approach.

▪ The last two years we abandoned the term shrinkage. We now call it the
‘demographic issue’. There still is degreening, just as aging. However, due
to immigration from the Randstad (metropolitan regions) to the
Achterhoek, population decline has been put on hold.

(mayor Doetinchem, interviewed in 2022)

▪
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The year we did not shrink... 

▪ ‘Most regions find ‘shrinkage’ too negative as a (policy) label; we are now
working on renewed policies that better address the issues these regions
are dealing with. Labelling ‘Shrinkage’ also implies that people are no
longer attracted to move to the these regions; while it are also generally
beautiful areas to live in. We are struggling with finding the right terms.”

(policy-makers ‘team demographic change’ Ministry Internal
Affairs, interviewed in 2022)
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Was it shrinkage?

▪ Population is growing in nearly all

municipalities

▪ Re-growing old: Hidden dynamics 

of old-age migration in shrinking 

regions (Steinfuhrer & Grossman 

2021)

▪ Loss of pupil numbers... Hidden 

economic thread

▪ Uneven economic development –

peripheral regions are 

disadvantaged 
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Loss of pupils (



The reproduction of inequality

▪ The rural perspective is not 
researched/included in 
policies

▪ Inequalities are reproduced, 
while we fail to develop more 
inclusive and open rural 
imaginaries
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https://doi-org.proxy.library.uu.nl/10.1111/j.1467-9515.2006.00521.x
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Geographies of small numbers

Statistics hardly 
represent the 
reality of low 
population 
densities and 
marginalized 
rural areas
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267640033_The_Forecasting_of_Remote_Area_Populations_Numbers_Aren't_Everything


Geographies of small numbers

A family 
can change 
a village… 
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/psp.1797
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What does it mean for Rural Futures?
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Alternative futures? Functions attached to

the rural
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Is LULU the future?
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Big societal
challenges? Check 

the coutryside!



The change-makers – places of hope
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Community energy
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The change-makers
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Welcoming Spaces in times of crises 
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The changemakers
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Holwerd as a deprived coastal village
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Holwerd at Sea
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Alternative futures

▪ A matter of scale – rightsizing after all

▪ A matter of investment

▪ The transformative capacity of small groups and agile 
governments: 

- Demonstrate that (scaling of) integrated, inspiring
and incremental development is possible

▪ Change exists, so does inertia and failure... 
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Local innovation is not uncontested... 

Who loves turbines

hate people

What are you doing Agricultural sector

against Holwerd at Seato our village...
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Alternative futures – a research agenda

▪ The need for understanding the rural at eye-level

▪ Research beyond the rural gaze, and shrinkage...  

▪ A rural idyll is not for everyone, or forever:

● Imaginaries of the rural should open to diversity, 
innovation, robust and sustainable in multiple ways

● Investments are needed: fast connections, 
services, to foster social innovation

● And be represented in national policies and
research 
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https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.proxy.library.uu.nl/doi/abs/10.1002/jtr.479?casa_token=tKxj8wBzWGcAAAAA:HyYY0LjcWpOG4uBNuuJbB31WeRQtDU4KqZ3j90cCXhrmtfSRyw8s_fM3AGP6ho2_zVJudC_EdLF_JQ
https://www-sciencedirect-com.proxy.library.uu.nl/science/article/pii/S0743016718314451?via%3Dihub
https://www-sciencedirect-com.proxy.library.uu.nl/science/article/pii/S0743016716306106?via%3Dihub


Alternative futures – a research agenda

▪ Local adaptive policy: Future perspectives for local
governments and their wider network: what can it be, 
who is involved, with what results?

▪ Sustainable and inclusive development – seen from eye-
level

▪ Succeses, but also failures – how can we acknowledge
and learn from them?
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